Epilog Laser and PhotoLaser Plus

Epilog Laser has partnered with CADlink to bring you the industry’s best photo processing software: PhotoLaser Plus. The easy-to-use software interface and powerful photo processing tools allow you to create the highest quality photo engraving you’ve ever seen! The industry choice for engraving photos, PhotoLaser Plus takes your imported photograph and processes it to optimize the dot pattern and lighting for the crispest, most detailed engraving possible. You’ll see more details than you thought possible, even with amateur vacation photos and dark backgrounds. Features the most photo processing tools in one package! Tested with Epilog’s laser systems to create the most effective settings possible for YOUR laser system!

FEATURES

- Seamless CorelDRAW integration
- Convert photos into ready-to-cut vector files
- Automatically condense text for name badges
- Serialization
- Multi-plate badge layout
- Auto photo processing for your favorite materials:
  - Wood
  - Acrylic
  - Glass
  - Leather
  - Marble
  - Many more
As Easy As:

1. Import your photo and size it to fit your engraving area.
2. Select Transform from the PhotoLaser Plus menu.
3. Choose your material, press OK and send to the laser.

Powerful Software

PHOTO ADJUSTMENTS
Beginners love the automatic process, but if you’re an expert, or just want more control, the interactive mode lets you control the photo’s histogram, edge, threshold, dithering pattern, and much more. This software is designed for all skill levels and lets you choose how you want to use it. No other laser photo processing software is as easy to use or as powerful.

CUSTOM SETTINGS
With PhotoLaser Plus, you aren’t trapped with preset settings that can’t be changed. When you make an adjustment you like, save it for future, similar photographs. Did you find the perfect setting for landscape photographs with darker backgrounds? Save it and access those settings whenever you need them. Or maybe you discovered a better setting for engraving photos of people on marble? It’s easy to permanently save custom settings. When we find a setting we like, we’ll share it with you. Continuing our company philosophy of providing the most ongoing educational resources to our customers, you can check online for any updates that we’ve found. We’ll be constantly testing different materials for new settings. If you find a setting you love, send it to us and we’ll share it online.